For the Lagrangian-DNN relaxation of quadratic optimization problems (QOPs), we propose a Newton-bracketing method to improve the performance of the bisectionprojection method implemented in BBCPOP [to appear in ACM Tran. Softw., 2019]. The relaxation problem is converted into the problem of finding the largest zero y * of a continuously differentiable (except at y * ) convex function g : R → R such that g(y) = 0 if y ≤ y * and g(y) > 0 otherwise. In theory, the method generates lower and upper bounds of y * both converging to y * . Their convergence is quadratic if the right derivative of g at y * is positive. Accurate computation of g (y) is necessary for the robustness of the method, but it is difficult to achieve in practice.
Introduction
We consider a class of (nonconvex) quadratic optimization problems (QOPs) with linear and complementarity constraints in nonnegative continuous variables and binary vari-ables. We are particularly interested in efficient and robust numerical algorithms for solving the class of QOPs. This class includes many important combinatorial optimization problems such as binary integer QOPs, max-cut problems, maximum stable set problems, quadratic multi-knapsack problems and quadratic assignment problems. Solving a QOP in the class is known to be NP-hard in general, and various (convex) conic optimization problem relaxations including popular semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations have been studied by many researchers from both theoretical and practical perspectives. See [1, 8, 18, 19, 21] .
One of notable developments in the theory of conic relaxations for QOPs is Burer's work in [7] , where a completely positive programming (CPP) reformulation of a QOP in the class was proposed under an additional assumption on the feasible region of the QOP. This reformulation is very powerful in the sense that it attains the exact optimal value of the QOP. But unfortunately the CPP relaxation problem is numerically intractable.
Our focus in this paper is on tractable numerical methods. In particular, we are concerned with a Lagrangian doubly nonnegative (DNN) relaxation, which was proposed by Kim, Kojima and Toh [13] as a numerically tractable relaxation of the simplified Lagrangian-CPP reformulation [2] of a QOP in the class. The distinctive feature of their Lagrangian-DNN relaxation problem is the representation of the constraint set, which consists of a single linear equality constraint in a DNN variable matrix. They further reduced the optimal value of the dual of the relaxation problem to the largest zero y * of an equation g(y) = 0 in a single variable y. Here g : R → R satisfies the following properties: (a) g is convex on R. (b) g(y) = 0 if y ≤ y * and g(y) > 0 otherwise. (c) Although g is not explicitly represented, the function value g(y) at each y ∈ R can be computed through the metric projection onto the DNN cone. See Figure 1 (i). The properties (a) and (b) naturally lead to the bisection algorithm for approximately computing y * .
Step 0: Choose lb and ub such that lb < y * < ub and a sufficiently small positive > 0.
Step 1: Let y = (lb + ub)/2.
Step 2: If g(y) < then lb = y. Otherwise ub = y. Go to Step 1. Based on this idea, they proposed the bisection-projection (BP) method for approximating the dual optimal value y * of the Lagrangian-DNN relaxation problem, and showed through numerical results that their method could efficiently compute high quality lower bounds for the optimal values of various QOP instances in the class.
Their simplified Lagrangian-DNN relaxation model and the BP method have been studied further to handle polynomial optimization problems (POPs) with binary, box and complementarity (BBC constraints), and extended to the Lagrangian conic optimization problem relaxation model in [3, 4, 5, 14] , where the DNN cone is replaced with a more general convex cone. Recently, Ito, Kim, Kojima, Takeda and Toh [11] released a software package BBCPOP for solving QOPs and POPs with BBC constraints. It was demonstrated in [11] that BBCPOP can efficiently compute high quality lower bounds for optimal values of large scale QOPs and POPs with BBC constrains.
The main purpose of this paper is to improve the performance of BBCPOP by incorporating the 1-dimensional Newton method for approximating the largest zeros y * of the equation g(y) = 0. See Figure 1 (ii). This idea was originally presented in [4] , which showed that (d) g : (y * , ∞) → R is continuously differentiable, in addition to (a), (b) and (c) mentioned above. However, neither the explicit algebraic representation of the derivative g (y) at y ∈ R nor computing its exact value is possible, although the deriva- tive g (y) at y ∈ R can be approximately computed as a by-product of the approximation of g(y) through the metric projection onto the DNN cone. Due to this main difficulty, the 1-dimensional Newton was not incorporated in BBCPOP.
Here we propose a Newton-bracketing method for the conic optimization problem (COP) converted from a given QOP using the technique proposed in [4, 13] . More precisely, we pay attention to the fact that the sequence {y k } generated by the Newton iteration
, starting from y 0 satisfying g(y 0 ) > 0, monotonically converges to y * from the above under the assumption that g(y k ) and g (y k ) are exact. By itself, however, it does not generate any lower bound for y * . By employing the technique proposed in [3] , we generate a valid lower bound lb at any iterate y k and the upper bound is updated by y k+1 . Thus the Newton-bracketing method (Algorithm 3.2)
proposed in this paper generates both upper bound y k and lower bound lb k for y * at each iteration, and the upper and lower bounds converge to y * monotonically. Furthermore, we show that their convergence is locally quadratic if the right derivative of g at y * is positive (See Theorem 3.3).
Despite the nice theoretical properties of the Newton-bracketing method mentioned above, its implementation can be very expensive computationally in practice since the accurate computation of the derivative g (y k ) is difficult. To avoid this difficulty, we present the damped secant-bracketing method (Algorithm 4.1) by replacing the derivative by the secant (g(
. The proposed secant-bracketing method is implementable as the accurate computation of the function value is more manageable than the accurate evaluation of the derivative. We present some preliminary numerical results on the method applied to binary QOP instances from [20] and quadratic assignment problem (QAP) instances from [9] . We observe that the lower bounds obtained for the optimal values of the binary QOP instances by the new method are tighter than those by BBCPOP and SDPNAL+. Also new lower bounds obtained by the method for large scale QAP instances (whose optimal values are not known) are reported.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we introduce a primal-dual pair of conic optimization problems, COPs (1) and (2) , which serve as the aforementioned DNN relaxation of a QOP in the class and its dual. In Section 2.2, we present some fundamental properties (Lemma 2.1) of their Lagrangian relaxations described as COPs (3) and (4). In Section 2.3, the BP method is described. We present the Newton-bracketing method in Section 3, the secant-bracketing method in Section 4, and how a QOP in the class can be reduced to COPs (1) and (2). Section 5. Some preliminary numerical results on the secant-bracketing method applied to binary QOP instances from [20] and large scale QAP instances from [9] are given in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.
Preliminaries
2.1 A primal-dual pair of simple conic optimization problems Let R denote the set of real numbers and R + the set of nonnegative real numbers. We use the following notation and symbols throughout the paper. V = a finite dimensional vector space endowed with an inner product X, Y and a norm X = X, X for every X, Y ∈ V,
For every nonempty closed convex cone J, its dual is denoted by J * , i.e., J * = {Y ∈ V : X, Y ≥ 0 for every X ∈ J}. In general, K * coincides with the closure of K * 1 + K * 2 . Throughout the paper, we assume that
We consider the following pair of primal-dual COPs.
We assume the following condition. (1) is feasible, and
Condition (I) COP
H 0 , H 1 ∈ K * 1 + K * 2 .
A Lagrangian relaxation of COP (1) and its dual
If the Lagrangian relaxation is applied to COP (1), the following COP and its dual are obtained.
where λ ∈ R denotes the Lagrangian multiplier for the homogeneous equality
by Condition (I), the term λ H 1 , X added to the objective function is nonnegative for every X ∈ K 1 ∩ K 2 and λ ≥ 0. As a result, the term serves as a penalty term for the violation of
Furthermore, the following lemma holds. (iii) Assume in addition that {X ∈ F : Q 0 , X ≤η} is bounded for someη. Then
In the remaining of the paper, we impose the following condition on the space V and the cone K = K 1 ∩ K 2 . Condition (II) V is the Cartesian product of symmetric matrix spaces, K 1 the cone of consisting of the positive semidefinite matrices in V, and K 2 a closed convex cone in V such that (
In this case, we know that K * 1 = K 1 . By Lemma 2.1, we can obtain an accurate lower bound η d λ for the optimal value η d of COP (2) by solving COP (4) for a sufficiently large positive λ. For simplicity of notation, we fix λ to be a sufficiently large positive number, and we rewrite the primal-dual pair of COPs (3) and (4) as
To solve COP (6), we present the bisection-projection (BP) method (Algorithm 2.3) in Section 2.3, the Newton-bracketing method (Algorithm 3.2) in Section 3 and the secant-bracketing method (Algorithm 4.1) in Section 4.
The bisection-projection method for COP (6)
We describe the bisection-projection (BP) method [3, 4, 11, 13, 14] for COP (6) . For every y ∈ R, define G(y) = Q − Hy and
denotes an optimal solution. For every y ∈ R, we have that g(y) ≥ 0, and
⇔ y is a feasible solution of COP (6).
Thus, COP (6) can be rewritten as
From
otherwise. In addition to Conditions (I) and (II), we assume the following condition in the subsequent discussion. [3] ) A positive number ρ such that I, X ≤ ρ for all feasible solutions X of (6) is known, where I denotes the identity matrix in V. Then, the primal-dual pair of COPs (5) and (6) are equivalent to
Condition (III) (Condition (D) of
and its dual
respectively. For every y ∈ R and
where λ min (A) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of A ∈ V.
Proof. By the construction (11) oft(y, Y 2 ) and Y 1 (y, Y 2 ), we see that
is a feasible solution of (10) with the objective value y + ρt(y, Y 2 ). Hence, the inequality y + ρt(y, Y 2 ) ≤ y * follows.
In Algorithm 2.3 described below, we utilize Lemma 2.2 to generate a valid lower bound lb for y * under the assumption that the computation of the minimal eigenvalue of λ min (A) is accurate for every A ∈ V. (7) is characterized by the KKT condition: there exists an X = X(y) such that
Therefore, we obtain Step 0: Let δ and be sufficiently small positive numbers. Here δ > 0 determines the length of the target interval [lb, ub] and > 0 is used to determines whether g(y) attains 0 numerically with X < in Step 3. See (14) . For instance, we can use δ = 1.0e-4 and = 1.0e-12 in the double precision arithmetic. Choose lb, lb and ub such that lb = lb < y * < ub, where lb = lb can be −∞.
Step 1: If ub − lb < δ, then output lb as a valid lower bound for y * and [lb, ub] as an interval which expects to contain y * .
Step 2: Let y = (lb + ub)/2.
Step 3: Compute (X, Y 1 , Y 2 ) which satisfies accurately (12) and approximately (13) by applying the accelerated proximal gradient (APG) method [6] to the problem (7). Let lb = max{ lb, y + ρt(y, Y 2 )}. Let lb = y if X < , and ub = y otherwise (i.e., X ≥ ). Go to Step 1.
At
Step 3, Y 2 ∈ K * 2 is obtained. As a result, Lemma 2.2 guarantees that lb is a valid lower bound for y * regardless of the choice of a positive . On the other hand, y * ∈ [lb, ub] is not guaranteed because of the numerical error.
The APG method [6] used in Step 3 is a first order iteration method that employs the metric projection Π * i onto K * i (i = 1, 2). The BP method combined with the APG method has been implemented recently as a software package BBCPOP [10] . It employs the following error criterion
to decide whether the iterate (X, Y 1 , Y 2 ) of the APG method approximately satisfies (13) . We note that (12) is maintained throughout the iterations, and that Π * i (−X) = X − Π i (X) (i = 1, 2) holds for every X ∈ V by Moreau's decomposition theorem [16] . In the APG method, the metric projections from V onto the cones K i (i = 1, 2) and their duals play an essential role. We have been dealing with the case where K 1 = K * 1 is the cone of symmetric matrices in V, thus the metric projection of A ∈ V onto
is carried out efficiently and accurately via the eigenvalue decomposition of A. For the efficient and accurate metric projection onto the cone K 2 , we need to restrict K 2 to a class of polyhedral cones onto which the accurate metric projection can be efficiently computed. Such a class of polyhedral cones were studied in [14] . The class includes the cone of nonnegative matrices in V, polyhedral cones induced from SDP relaxations of binary and complementarity constraints, and their intersections. Those cones are described in Section 5 where applications of COP (1) to doubly nonnegative relaxations of combinatorial QOPs are discussed.
The Newton-bracketing method
We use the same notation and symbols as in Section 2, specifically ( Y 1 (y), Y 2 (y)) denotes an optimal solution of the minimization problem (7) and ( X(y),
satisfies the KKT condition (12) and (13); See also (14) . To describe the 1-dimensional Newton method for computing y * , we need the following lemma, which shows some fundamental properties of the function g : R → R + . (i) g : R → R + is continuous and convex.
(ii) If y > y * , then H, X(y) > 0 and X(y)/ H, X(y) is a feasible solution of the primal COP (5).
(iii) If y > y * , then g (y) = dg(y)/dy = H, X(y) /g(y) > 0; hence g : (y * , ∞) → R is continuously differentiable and strictly increasing.
(iv) Assume that G(z) lies in the interior of K * 1 × K * 2 for somez. Then g(y) − g(y * ) y − y * converges to a positive value as y ↓ y * ; hence the right derivative g + (y * ) of g(y) at y = y * is positive.
Suppose that g(ȳ) > 0, i.e.,ȳ > y * for someȳ ∈ R. Then the Newton iteration for computing y * is given bȳ
(by the definition of G(ȳ))
where X(ȳ) = X(ȳ)/ H, X(ȳ) denotes a feasible solution of the primal COP (5). It should be noted that the sequence {y k } generated by the Newton iteration from any initial iterate y 0 > y * monotonically decreases and converges to y * by (i), (ii) and (iii) of Lemma 3.1.
Now we combine the Newton iteration with Lemma 2.2 to design Newton-bracketing method for solving COP (6).
Algorithm 3.2.
Step 0: Let lb 0 = −∞ and k = 0. Choose a y 0 > y * .
Step 1:
which satisfies the KKT condition (12) and (13) with y = y k ; hence (14) holds with ( X(y),
Step 2: (Application of Lemma 2.2 to update lb
Step 3: If g(y k ) = 0 then y k = y * and stop the iteration.
Step 4: (Newton step to update y k ) Let g (y k ) = H, X /g(y k ), and
Step 5: Replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 1. To prove the theorem, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.4.
Assume that g(y) > 0 for some y ∈ R. Then y − ρg(y) ≤ y + ρt(y, Y 2 (y)) ≤ y * .
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, it suffices to show that −g(y) ≤t(y, Y 2 (y)). It follows from (12) that
Since −g(y) < 0, −g(y) ≤ min{0, λ min (G(y) − Y 2 (y))} =t(y, Y 2 (y)) follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. The assertions of (i) follows from Lemma 2.2, Lemma 3.1, and the construction of the sequences { lb k } and {y k } by Algorithm 3.2. To prove (ii), assume that G(z 0 ) lies in the interior of K * 1 + K * 2 for somez 0 . By (iv) of Lemma 3.1, the right derivative g + (y * ) of g(y) at y = y * is positive. Define
Then h : R → R is continuously differentiable and convex, and h (y 
The damped secant-bracketing method
can be computed by the APG method. From those values, g(y k ) and g (y k ) are approximated by X and H, X / X , respectively. In particular, the accurate computation of g (y k ) = H, X(y k ) / X(y k ) is difficult as the denominator X(y k ) as well as the numerator H, X(y k ) both converge to zero as y k approaches to y * . This computational issue should be carefully dealt with for the robustness of the Newton-bracketing method in practice.
To avoid such a difficulty and for the purpose of developing a practically robust method, we replace the derivative g (y k ) at the kth iterate y k by the secant (g(
.). Then the iterative formula turns out to be
Here α k ∈ (0, 1] is a damping factor, which is multiplied to the secant to avoid the occurrence of y k+1 < y * in any case, which might happen due to inaccurate computations of g(y k−1 ) and g(y k ). To initiate the first secant, we need to prepare two points y 0 > y 1 > y * .
Algorithm 4.1. (The damped secant-bracketing method)
Step 0: Let δ and be sufficiently small positive numbers (for example, δ = 1.0e-4 and = 1.0e-12 in the double precision arithmetic). Choose y 0 and y 1 such that y * < y 1 < y 0 . Let lb 0 = −∞ and k = 0.
2 ) which satisfies accurately (12) and approximately (13) with y = y k by the APG method.
, then let k=1 and go to Step1.
Step 3: If X k < or y k − lb k+1 < δ, then stop the iteration, and output lb k+1 as a valid lower bound for y * and y k as an approximation of y * .
Step 4: (Damped secant iteration) Apply
with some α k ∈ (0, 1] to update y k .
Step 5: Replace k by k + 1, and go to Step 1.
The use of the secant certainly mitigates the difficulty of computing the derivative g (y k ) accurately in the Newton method. Computing the secant by (g(y k )−g(y k−1 ))/(y k − y k−1 ) involves the computation of the denominator y k − y k−1 , which is almost exact. To compute the numerator with high accuracy, we still need to compute the function value g(y k ) accurately at each iteration (k = 0, 1, . . .). The computations that are not carried out with sufficient accuracy may affect the entire iteration. In particular, if the computed secant is much smaller than the real secant or the computed value of g(y k ) is much larger than its real value at the kth iteration, then the next iterate y k+1 could be smaller than y * and Algorithm 4.1 cannot be continued in a consistent manner.
The stopping criteria in the APG method combined with Algorithm 4.1 should be carefully set up. We recall the discussion on the stopping criteria of the APG method combined with Algorithm 2.3 in Section 2.3. To approximate ( X(y k ), Y 1 (y k ), Y 2 (y k )) with high accuracy by the APG method, we modify the stopping criteria mentioned there. We introduce two criteria which must be satisfied simultaneously for the APG method to stop the iteration. The first one is κ(X, Y 1 , Y 2 ) < tol.
For the second criterion, let (
2 ) denote the pth iterate of the APG method (p = 1, 2, . . .). We compute
Here z p becomes the next iterate y k+1 of Algorithm 4.1 if the APG method stops at iteration p. Through numerical experiments, we have observed that the sequence {z p } increased on average as p increase, and in many cases, it converged to some z * . To check the convergence of the generated sequence numerically to some z * , which is almost equal to z p at the pth iteration, some variance of the subsequence z q(p)+1 , z p(q)+2 , . . . , z p and the slope of their linear interpolation are incorporated into the second criteria (for example, q(p) = max{1, p − 100}). Our second criterion is: the variance and the slope are both sufficiently small. The details are omitted here.
The second criterion can be very strict for some problems. In fact, the APG method sometimes does not terminate with the two stopping criteria, even when p reaches a prescribed maximum number of iterations. From our numerical experience, we noticed that this usually occurs when the second criterion is too strict. For such cases, we allow Algorithm 4.1 to switch to the bisection temporarily. More precisely, we add lb = lb This modification improves the robustness and stability of Algorithm 4.1.
Applications to DNN relaxations of Combinatorial
Quadratic Optimization Problems
. . , n} (the index set for binary variables), and I comp ⊂ {(j, k) : 1 ≤ j < k ≤ n} (the index set for pairs of complementary variables). Consider a QOP of the following form:
We assume that the feasible region of QOP (17) is nonempty.
To derive a doubly nonnegative (DNN) relaxation for QOP (17) of the form COP (1), we introduce some notation and symbols. Let R 1+n denote the (1 + n)-dimensional Euclidean space of column vectors x = (x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x n ), and R 1+n + = x ∈ R 1+n : x i ≥ 0 (i = 0, . . . , n)} (the nonnegative orthant of R 1+n ). Let S 1+n denote the space of (1 + n) × (1 + n) symmetric matrices with row and column indices i = 0, 1, . . . , n, S 1+n + the cone of positive semidefinite matrices in S 1+n , N 1+n the cone of nonnegative matrices in
H 0 = the matrix in S 1+n with 1 at the (0, 0) element and 0 elsewhere,
Then, for every x = (x 0 , u) ∈ R 1+n + ,
It is easy to verify that if
hence,
Therefore, QOP (17) is equivalent to
Note that every feasible solution u ∈ R n of QOP (17) with the objective value u T Cu + 2c
T u corresponds to a feasible solution x = (1, u) of QOP (19) with the same objective value Q 0 , xx T . By construction, it is obvious that H 0 ,
Now, by replacing xx T ∈ V with a matrix variable X ∈ V, we obtain COP (1) with (18), which serves as a DNN relaxation of QOP (19) . For the efficient computation of the metric projection onto K 2 defined above, we refer to the paper [14] .
Preliminary numerical results
We implemented the damped secant-bracketing method (Algorithm 4.1) by modifying the software package BBCPOP [10] , which is based on the BP method (Algorithm 2.3) for solving DNN relaxations of QOPs and polynomial optimization problems (POPs) with binary, box and complementarity (BBC) constraints. For numerical tests, we experimented with binary quadratic optimization problem (BQOP) instances from [20] in Section 6.1, and quadratic assignment problem (QAP) instances from [9] in Section 6.2. All the computations were performed in MATLAB 2018b on iMac Pro with Intel Xeon W CPU (3.2 GHZ) and 128 GB memory.
We compare our results from Algorithm 4.1 (the damped secant-bracketing method) with BBCPOP and SDPNAL+. BBCPOP is based on Algorithm 2.3 and SDPNAL+ [22] is a Matlab implementation of the majorized semismooth Newton-CG augmented Lagrangian method for large scale SDPs with bounded variables.
Binary quadratic optimization problems
We solved DNN relaxations of BQOP instances, bqp100-1,. . .,bqp100-5,bqp500-1,. . .,bqp500-5, from [20] by three methods, BBCPOP, Algorithm 4.1 and SDPNAL+ [22] .
Each BQOP instance is of the following form:
with r = 100 or r = 500, where F ∈ S r . The problem (20) is a special case of QOP (17), thus the discussion in the previous section could be directly applied to BQOP (20) for its DNN relaxation. To strengthen the relaxation [13, 12] , instead of the direct application, we first reformulate BQOP (20) to the following QOP by introducing a slack variable vector w ∈ R r + .
where e denotes the column vector of ones in R r . Let n = 2r, = r, I bin ={1,. . . ,n},
where I denotes the r ×r identy matrix. Then BQOP (21) can be rewritten as QOP (17), and its DNN relaxation of the form COP (1) can be derived with
We applied BBCPOP and Algorithm 4.1 with the modification mentioned at the end of Section 4 to the Lagrangian relaxation of the resulting COP (1) and its dual (2), i.e., the pair of COPs (3) and (4) with λ = 10, 000. (See Section 2.2). Since K 1 and K 2 are given in (18) with I bin = {1, . . . , n} and I comp = ∅, COP (1) is equivalent to the DNN problem
We also applied SDPNAL+ to this problem with the default parameters. Table 1 presents the numerical results. We can observe two distinct features of Algorithm 4.1, which are inherited from the Newton-bracketing method to some extent, in comparison to BBCPOP. The first one is that 'it' in Algorithm 4.1 is smaller than 'it' in BBCPOP in most of the instances. This is due to the advantage of the secant iteration over the bisection iteration. We note that Algorithm 4.1 sometimes switched to the bisection (Steps 2.3 and 2.6 stated at the end of Section 4) in many instances, which increased 'it', but 'it' of Algorithm 4.1 still was smaller than 'it' of BBCPOP. However, 'itAPG' (the total number of iterations spent by the APG method) in Algorithm 4.1 is larger than 'itAPG' in BBCPOP. This is because Algorithm 4.1 requires more accuracy in the computation of ( X(
by the APG method as we discussed at the end of Section 4. As a result, the execution time of Algorithm 4.1 is longer than that of BBCPOP.
The other important feature of Algorithm 4.1 is the quality of lower bounds obtained. Indeed, the lower bounds obtained by Algorithm 4.1 for larger scale instances are obviously tighter than those obtained by the other methods.
Quadratic assignment problems
We identify a matrix W = [w 1 , . . . , w r ] ∈ R r×r with the r 2 -dimensional column vector u = vec(W ) = [w 1 ; . . . ; w r ] ∈ R r 2 . Given matrices A, B ∈ R r×r , the quadratic assignment problem is stated as
.
Here e ∈ R r denotes the vector of ones, e j ∈ R r the jth coordinate unit vector, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. This problem is a special cace of QOP (17) , so its DNN relaxation of the form COP (1) can be derived. Table 2 shows numerical results on large scale QAP instances from [9] , whose optimal values are not known. COP (1) derived as the DNN relaxation of the instance sko81 in Table 1 : Binary QOP instances from [20] . LB denotes a valid lower bound for the optimal value. LB corresponds to lb in Algorithms 4.1 and 2.3 (BBCPOP). We also applied Lemma 2.2 to the output of SDPNAL+ and computed a valid lower bound for the optimal value. 'sec' denotes the execution time, 'itAPG' the total number of iterations spent in the APG method in the case of Algorithms 4.1 and 2.3 and the total number of iterations in the case of SDPNAL+, and 'it' the total number of iterations in Algorithms 2.3 and 4. [15] applied BBCPOP to large scale QAP instances with unknown optimal values, and computed their then-new lower bounds which had not been obtained before. His results demonstrated that BBCPOP is very powerful and effective for solving DNN problems from large scale QAP instances. His numerical experiments were conducted with MATLAB 2018a on 32GB Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-7700K CPU @ 4.20GHz. To compare BBCPOP with Algorithm 4.1, we applied the two methods to some of the QAP instances on the same computing environment (MATLAB 2018b on iMac Pro with Intel Xeon W CPU (3.2 GHZ) and 128 GB memory). See the 3rd and 4th columns of Table 2 . As observed in the numerical results on BQOP instances in Table 1 , the lower bounds obtained by Algorithm 4.1 are of higher quality than those obtained by BBCPOP for all instances in Table 2 , but Algorithm 4.1 is 2-5 times slower than BBCPOP. We also see that 'it' of Algorithm 4.1 is larger than 'it' of BBCPOP for instances tai35b -tai60b, tai80b and tho40. This is because the APG method often failed to terminate with the stopping criteria within the prescribed iteration upper bound, and switched to the bisection (Steps 2.3 and 2.6 stated at the end of Section 4) for those instances.
In [15] , BBCPOP was applied to larger scale QAP instances in addition to the ones in Table 2 , including tai100a, tai100b and wil100. But we have not applied Algorithm 4.1 to those larger instances because they are too time consuming.
Concluding remarks
While our focus has been on QOPs in this paper, the Lagrangian-DNN was extended to a class of polynomial optimization problems (POPs) with binary, box and complementarity constraints. In fact, BBCPOP was designed to solve such POPs, and the paper [11] reported better numerical results in terms of computational time (and/or quality of lower bounds in some instances) on large scale randomly generated instances from the class than SDPNAL+ which is regarded as a state-of-art software for solving DNN relaxation problems.
Theoretically, the extension of the Newton-bracketing method to the Lagrangian-DNN relaxation induced from the class of POPs is almost straightforward. As observed in Section 6, the quality of the optimal values of relaxation problems of large-scale QOP instances obtained by the secant-bracketing method are clearly better than those by BBCPOP. The secant-bracketing method is, however, more time-consuming than BBCPOP. As a result, the computational efficiency of the method should be improved before incorporating it into BBCPOP to handle large scale QOPs and POPs.
